ALL-STAKEHOLDER COMMON GROUND REFLECTION SUMMIT

“How Do We Increase the Effectiveness of the Montgomery County Homeless Crisis Response System?”

OBJECTIVES:

- Demonstrate to all those who participated in in-person or online forums how their conversation fit into the whole;
- Reflect together upon common ground identified, explore any differences between online and in-person forums, explore whether any additions, shifts or revisions should be made, taking any tradeoffs into consideration;
- Explore how to translate these reflections into new action, particularly in relation to the upcoming RFP

AGENDA

- Introductions (1:00 – 1:10 p.m.)
- Part 1 Common Ground Reflection (1:15-2:30 p.m.)
  - Report Summary
    - Where was there common ground across all the forums? Differences across the forums?
  - Facilitated Small Group Reflection:
    - What do we think about the set of actions in common ground?
    - Do they go far enough? Too far?
    - If we actually took these actions, how satisfied would we be? Why?
    - Is anything missing from this picture?
  - Group Report Out
- BREAK (2:30-2:45 p.m.)
- Part 2: Translating Common Ground to New Action (2:45-4:15 p.m.)
  How do we take this common ground we’ve identified and turn it into new action?
  - Small Group Activity Instructions (2:45 p.m.)
  - Small Group Activity (3:00 p.m.)
  - Report Out: Groups share out their strategies, others ask questions (3:50 p.m.)
- Closing & Next Steps (4:15-4:30 p.m.)